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eFx Pack
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The eFx pack is a specially formulated ulta-low VOC solvent blend that can be sprayed over Lava Flow to provide a consistent
hammer-tone effect throughout the floor. It creates a two-tone effect that enhances the metallic in the Lava Flow that simply cannot be
replicated with any other readily available solvents. Simple adjustment of the spray nozzle will provide different effect sizes. Effects
and patterns are unlimited with the eFx pack.

COVERAGE RATES AND PACKAGING

Intended Use

Recommended Quantity

Packaging

Coverage Rate

4800 Lava Flow

1 unit per 3-4 kits of Lava Flow

1-pt cans

up to 400 sq ft per unit

CONDITIONS FOR USE
Material Storage
The material must be kept at a room temperature of 70-75F.
Use
Transfer the eFx pack into the spray equipment of your choice. A quality sprayer that does not drip is ideal. Adjust the spray nozzle
until the desired spray size is achieved. Wear spiked shoes when walking on the coated floor. Spray eFx pack over the Lava Flow.
Effects are best achieved when sprayed 45-60 minutes after Lava Flow application. Start from the inner-most area of the coated floor
and work towards an exit way. Carefully walk backwards while applying the eFx pack to ensure that the spiked shoes are not dragging
or damaging the uncured Lava Flow. Avoid using extremely large spray patterns as this could cause potential cratering. If the effects
are too large or undesired, touch up the area with a brush or roller and reapply the efx pack. Note: eFx pack works best when floors are
level and the Lava Flow has finished leveling. Therefore, Do not apply the eFx pack too soon. Do not use the eFx pack in conjunction
with other solvents.
Clean-Up
Clean up tools and splatter with lacquer thinner or denatured alcohol. Clean hands and exposed skin with a citrus-based hand cleaner.
Cure Times
The install guide recommendations for application time are tested at ambient temperature. Temperature and humidity are important
factors in determining the appropriate spray time and the overall cure time of Lava Flow. The eFx pack does not alter the cure times of
Lava Flow. Adjustment of Lava Flow cure times could be made with the addition of 48 accelerators. Consult with a Versatile Building
Products representative for proper spray times of the eFx pack on accelerated material.
ADDITIONAL CAUTIONS

Shut off all sources of ignition prior to work, and throughout the sealing process.

Supply auxiliary ventilation as necessary to produce a safe working environment.

Use a NIOSH approved respirator capable of filtering organic vapors.

Mask all areas that need protection

Always wear protective clothing and equipment as required by OSHA and as necessary

Read Material Safety Data Sheets before commencing work
 Store material at 70-75F to prevent pressure build-up within the container
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